
Strength In Search: Why Investment In SEO For
Your Company Makes Good Business Sense
With dramatic changes in the digital landscape over the last few years, Search
Engine Optimization (SEO) still continues to be the most significant and effective
marketing strategy. SEO is a widely adopted marketing strategy. SEO can help your
business rank for many different keywords and phrases that relate to your products
and services. This will give you long-term benefits and is an investment in the
future of your business. SEO is an integral component of your business’s successful
digital marketing.

Technical SEO Opens The Right Channels
Google is good at crawling all types of URL structures, even if they're quite complex,
but spending the time to make your URLs as simple as possible is a good practice.
Making sure you understand what technical SEO is and how to get it right is crucial.
Make the main menu of your navigation the same across pages. If its confusing for
visitors, chances are it will confuse Google too. If you are looking for a SEO
Consultant to help you with your Google rankings, then a simple Google search
should suffice.

Not All Content Is Created Equal
Everyone’s heard the famous phrase: content is king. And businesses that live
online likely know how important content can be for search engine optimization. But
how do you get good content for better search traffic? Every SEO marketing expert
should understand by now that blogs for article posting are an important part of a
website and an essential marketing tool. Yet it is critical to understand that blogs
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only provide a benefit when they are frequently updated with fresh content. To
create an SEO friendly content piece, you need to start thinking of SEO processes
right from the offset. If your copy doesn’t engage real, live people when they arrive
– address their needs right from the start – then investing time and resources to
attract more search engine traffic is pointless. It is the experience of working as a 
SEO York that determines success.

Level Up Your SEO Strategy
If you’re planning a new online venture, or are simply sick and tired of losing to
competitors in organic search, then you need to do an SEO competitor analysis. You
should have a full and complete understanding of everything your rivals are doing.
In SEO as in life, the mantra of ‘keep your friends close but your enemies closer’
remains valid. It is only by knowing your enemies that you can hope to consistently
beat them. SEO and marketing strategies of any business are determined by the
competitive environment the business operates in. What’s more, this strategy is not
formed once and forever — it changes and evolves together with the market as
time goes by. The goal of the competitive analysis isn’t just to understand your
competitor. It’s to figure out the ways in which you’re better than them so you can
showcase those benefits. A professional SEO Agency will keep themselves updated
with the latest trends and techniques which are working well in the market.

Discovering The Correct Keyword Phrases
Competitive keyword analysis - sometimes called keyword gap analysis – is a
process of identifying valuable keywords that your competitors rank highly for,
which you don't. Reddit is one of the biggest online communities that cover almost
any topic you can imagine. As such, it can be a great place to find people interested
in your niche and discover the topics they discuss. You can select a specific
subreddit and look at the most popular posts.Alternatively, you can search for
question type posts within the subreddit which will identify ideas for keywords. If
you have an online store, your product names are an ideal starting point for long-
tail keyword ideas. Make sure you target wording that people would use to describe
your products conversationally. For example, if you are selling cars, it’s best to use
“cars” in place of “automobiles” in any long-tail keyword. Too many people bypass
this crucial planning step because keyword research takes time, and why spend the
time when you already know what you want to rank for? SEO is a very competitive
industry, and the work quality of a professional SEO Expert is essential.

Mind Blowing SEO Statistics

We’ve compiled a list of the most relevant search engine optimization statistics for
growing businesses. Keep reading to get the inside scoop on what works and what
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doesn’t in the ever-changing game of search engine optimization.

69.7% of search queries contain four words or more.
On average, ranking in position #1 on mobile gets you 27.7% of the clicks,
whereas ranking in position #1 on desktop gets you 19.3% of the clicks.
61.5% of desktop searches and 34.4% of mobile searches result in no-clicks.
40.61% of pages have meta descriptions that truncate.
Approximately 75% of voice search results rank in the top 3 for that query.
25.02% of top-ranking pages don’t have a meta description.

With a tech-savvy SEO Specialist who has marketing experience and knows the
technical side, you can easily meet your marketing goals and get a better return on
investment.

Powerful Backlinks Are Crucial To Search Engine
Optimization
As said by Gaz Hall, a leading London SEO Consultant: When websites link to you, it
reveals that they feel their readers will gain from what your website offers. Getting
quality backlinks also means that people on reliable websites are recommending
your site and brand to their readers, which leads fascinated visitors to your website.
The anchor text used on backlinks should ideally contain appropriate keywords —
but only to a certain degree. It is important to have backlinks from quality sites, and
those backlinks should be contextual. If, for example, you have a site about fish,
and you are creating links from other niche sites about monkeys, these links will be
of no use. Your goal should be to get links from authoritative and relevant sites.
Search engines recognize that a backlink has value and reward the target URL,
interpreting the link as fully intentional; they assume there’s been some level of
editorial assessment of the target webpage. Good tools combined with a SEO
Agency Yorkshire can help marketers create data-driven recommendations for
informing updates of existing content, prioritizing specific ranking factors for new
content, and more.

Generate More Leads And Conversions Through Local
SEO
Implementing local optimization will result in higher visibility in search engines by
targeting relevant audiences that are already looking for your business’ services or
products. This is not only important for online businesses but especially for offline
ones because the map pack pushes organic SERPs below to show users local results
first. Having trouble getting links to your local business? Inbound links play a large
role in a website’s rankings, whether it’s a local service or brick-and-mortar
business. Converting customers is the main goal, but making people in your area
aware that your business exists is also important. Think about all the times that you
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yourself search for a restaurant, hardware store, or dental clinic in your area. Now
multiply that by the population of your area. Most customers prefer the “near me”
option when performing a search on where to buy their products. If you are high in
rankings thanks to local SEO, it means that more customers can see your website
and products, saving you money that you would have otherwise channeled in other
modes of advertising, such as putting ads on newspapers. An experienced SEO
Consultancy will help you to improve your ranking on the search engine while also
not exceeding your budget.

Effective Strategies For Global SEO
Different words have different contextual meanings in different languages and,
unless youre fluent in the language, youre unlikely to know in what context they
should be used. When targeting global countries it's important to consider local
market languages and reflect this on your website. Most global businesses face
challenges with duplicate content, and country-specific site delivery to appropriate
audiences. An often-overlooked piece of Global Search Engine Optimisation is link
building. Like traditional SEO, you'll need to create a web of internal and external
links that show your content's relevancy to search engines. Make sure that your 
B2B SEO Agency knows what search engine recommendations are.

Start winning in organic search and turn SEO into your most efficient marketing
channel. Be the first mover in a market.

One can uncover more facts on the topic of SEO Consultancies at this Wikipedia
web page.
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